
Introduction
This document contains the shortlisted Froomle modules available in our
eCommerce offering.
                Identifies our modules that are available through our Shopify Application

eCommerce Modules  
Module Description

Product Discovery Modules

Recommended for
You

A module containing personalized recommendations for every visitor.
Configurable settings like diversity, rewatchability & handpicking are
included.

Complete your
purchase

A module containing personalized items that complement the
existing product being viewed (could also be named “Complete the
room” for home goods  or “complete the routine” for cosmetics).
Contains products that are often bought together & complement your
cart.

Featured Collection A module containing personalized recommendations from within a
specific collection or category, such as New In, Promotions, products in
a Loyalty program, specific product type, …

Best Sellers A module containing the most popular products sold on a webshop,
optimized for conversion.

Recommended
from Category

Selection of personalized recommendations that are restrained to the
current category being browsed

Recently
Purchased

A module showing a set of products recently purchased by the user.

Most Popular Selection of most popular products in your webshop based on clicks
that is optimized for conversion

Recently Viewed Products recently viewed by the user without purchasing.

Related products A module containing products often browsed together with the
product the user is browsing, using filters if required.
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Cart Overview
Recommendations

A module containing typical 'add-ons' to the currently bought
product(s). Optimized not to distract the user with alternatives.

Discover for You
Showing interesting products for the consumer, that are outside of
their typical browsing history.

Because You
Viewed

A module showing different products viewed recently by the user, and
related products to each viewed product.

Cart Pop Up
recommendations Pop Up screen showing recommendations upon adding an item to

cart. Optimized not to distract the user with alternatives,
recommending typical 'add-ons' to the currently bought product.

Audience Engagement Modules

Personal Shopper Based on a customizable flow, the module helps the user discover the
most relevant items to the consumer based. Can be set up standalone
within an app or website, or integrated in an existing chatbot.

Category Page
Ordering

Order the results of a typical category page in an order that optimizes
engagement: taking into account user history but also allowing for
boosting based on sales period, seasonalities, and diversity of the first
rows.

Guided Checklist Guide the user in discovering products for a smooth creation of outfits,
birth registers or any events which require an entire list of needed
items.
Like the Personal Shopper, the Guided Checklist is customizable and
can be set up standalone or integrated in an existing chatbot.

Replenishment
The module focuses on grocery and the idea of showing previously
bought items to quickly replenish their cart.

Social & Outbound Engagement Modules

Influencer Boosted
"Complete The
Purchase"

A module on the landing page of a campaign that focuses on
complimentary items to the product being promoted, also keeping in
mind the audience of that specific influencer when making the
recommendations.

Influencer Boosted
"Similar Items" A module on the landing page of a campaign that focuses on similar

items to the product being promoted, also keeping in mind the
audience of that specific influencer when making the
recommendations.

Content to Product
Multiply the leads from content marketing pages to product pages, by
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Reco's having the Froomle AI automatically choose the best converting
products for each content page.

Email
personalisation
package

All Froomle modules can be used in email campaigns. These can be
transactional emails or marketing campaigns and can be integrated in
a variety of ways. We offer specific modules for Abandoned cart, Post
purchase, Loyalty & rewards.

Campaign
Audience Selection Select the right audience for a specific campaign to increase the profit

margin and response. Campaigns can be sent via any outbound
platform you are using (sms, email, push, paper mail …).

Omnichannel Sales
Tool

B2B distributors use multiple channels to take in sales. This internal
tool allows for sales representatives to look at a customer's profile and
see product recommendations personalized for each customer within
their sales tool.
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